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Abstract 

We have developed a low-energy particle experiment that alternately measures ions and electrons in space. The abil-
ity to switch between ion and electron measurements is achieved by simply adding ultra-thin carbon foils and posi-
tive and negative outputs to a conventional top-hat electrostatic analyzer and a high-voltage power supply, respec-
tively. The advantage of this experiment is that it can perform both ion and electron measurements using only one 
MCP-based detector for electrons, since it detects secondary electrons emitted from the carbon foils. For the SS520-3 
sounding rocket program, we prepared two identical energy analyzers, one for ions and the other for electrons 
to demonstrate this technique. Laboratory tests confirmed that the performance of the two analyzers was compara-
ble to that of conventional analyzers for ion and electrons. The SS520-3 rocket experiment in the high latitude auroral 
region yielded observations that captured typical features of ions and electrons, which were similar to previous 
observations.
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Graphical Abstract

Introduction
Since the beginning of space faring many space-born 
plasma observation programs have been carried out. 
Advances in plasma measurement technology and space 
plasma research have expanded the observation area 
from the near-Earth space to other planets, moons, and 
small bodies (Pfaff et al. 1998). The primary requirement 
for in situ observations of the space plasma is to obtain 
velocity distribution functions of ions and electrons with 
appropriate resolution.

Since its development (Carlson et  al. 1982; Young 
et al. 1988), the top-hat electrostatic analyzer (ESA) has 
become a standard instrument for recent space plasma 
observation missions such as Arase and BepiColombo/
Mio (e.g., Asamura et  al. 2018; Yokota et  al. 2017; Saito 
et al. 2021), because its axisymmetric shape provides uni-
form performance in all directions in principle, and high 
sensitivity with relatively small resources. If the spinning 
motion of the spacecraft is not used to acquire a field of 
view (FOV) in all directions, there is an option to extend 
the FOV with deflectors at the entrance of the analyzer 
(e.g., Pollock et al. 2016; Yokota et al. 2005; Yokota et al. 
2021; Kasahara et al. 2023).

Because future space plasma measurements will require 
multi-point observations using small satellites and even 
CubeSats, the most important issue is to develop low-
resource experiments. One low-resource solution is the 
combination of ion and electron analyzers. In exploration 
programs such as Rosetta (Burch et  al. 2007), THEMIS 
(McFadden et al. 2008), and Parker Solar Probe (Kasper 
et al. 2016), and the ocean topography mapper JASON-3 
(Sauvaud et al. 2018), resources were reduced by placing 
the two top-hat ESAs in close proximity and by sharing 
an electronics box.

Another solution is a specially shaped ESA, with an 
increased number of spherical/toroidal shell electrodes 
to analyze ions and electrons simultaneously and/or 
multiple energy bands (Frank et  al. 1992; Morel et  al. 
2016; Ogasawara et  al. 2018; Su et  al. 2022; Hirahara 
et al. 2023). Although all of these are effective in reduc-
ing the resources required for plasma analyzers, the issue 
remains that they require two different types of micro-
channel plate (MCP)-based detectors, one for ions and 
the other for electrons. It should be noted that the func-
tion to switch between electron and ion measurements is 
implemented by the two instruments of the Particle Envi-
ronment Package for the JUICE mission (Galli et al. 2022, 
Barabash et al. 2013).

In this article, we present a low-energy particle (LEP) 
experiment that can measure both ions and electrons in 
the same configuration by adding an ultra-thin carbon 
foil between the top-hat ESA and the MCP-based detec-
tor. The MCP-based detector for electrons is used for 
both ion and electron measurements because it detects 
secondary electrons emitted from the carbon foil by inci-
dent ions or electrons. It should be noted that the high-
voltage power supply (HVPS) for the ESA additionally 
requires the ability to switch between positive and nega-
tive output polarity. The LEP experiment measures ions 
and electrons not simultaneously, but alternately accord-
ing to the polarity switching of the HVPS. From the next 
section, we describe the instrumentation of the LEP 
experiment and show the results of simulations and labo-
ratory experiments.

The LEP experiment was installed on the SS520-3 
sounding rocket and successfully acquired observation 
data during its flight on November 4, 2021. Therefore, the 
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observation data are also presented to demonstrate the 
practicality of the LEP experiment.

Instrumentation
Design concepts
Figure  1 shows the ion optics of the LEP experiment 
for both ion and electron measurements. Incident ions/
electrons are energy selected by the top-hat ESA and 
move to the detector at the bottom, when the inner 
spherical electrode of the ESA is applied with a sweeping 
negative/positive high voltage − VSwp / + VSwp by HVPS1.

The top-hat ESA is the same geometry as that of the 
low-energy electron spectrometers developed for the 
ICI-2–4 sounding rockets (Spicher et  al. 2016), with 
toroidal electrodes of R1 = 29.5  mm, R2 = 33.5  mm, 
and L = 3.0  mm, as shown in Fig.  2. The difference to 
the electron spectrometers on the ICI rockets is that 
between the ESA exit and the MCP-based detector 
an ultra-thin carbon foil is inserted. The MCP-based 
detector consists of z-stack MCP plates and an anode 

board. Photographs of all components of the LEP 
experiment are shown in Fig. 3.

MCP-based detectors are sensitive to ions above a 
few kiloelectronvolts and to electrons above relatively 
low energies (Fraser 2002 and references therein). In 
addition, MCP-based detectors require a bias voltage 
to amplify secondary electrons. Therefore, to measure 
ions and electrons above a few electron volts, a nega-
tive voltage of − 2 to − 3 kV is typically applied to the 
input surface of the MCP plates for ions, with a nega-
tive potential of a few hundred volts on the output face, 
and a positive voltage of + 2 to + 3 kV is applied to the 
output surface (or a neighboring anode plate) for elec-
trons, with a positive potential of a few hundred volts 
on the input face (e.g., Pollock et al. 2016). In short, the 
MCP-based detectors for ions and electrons require 
different high-voltage distributions.

The MCP-based detectors of the LEP experiment 
can in principle be substituted by the Channel electron 
multiplier (CEM)-based detectors, while the CEM-
based detectors also require different high-voltage 
distributions for the ion and electron measurements. 
Because of the simpler structure and lower resources 

Fig. 1 Cross-sectional view of the ion optics and MCP-based 
detector in the LEP experiment. The solid arrow indicates 
the trajectory of incident particles at elevation α move 
through the ESA and into the MCP-based detector at the bottom. 
The dashed arrow indicates the trajectories of secondary electrons 
emitted from the carbon foil. HVPS1 and 2 supply VSwp and VFix , 
and VMCP , respectively

Fig. 2 Dimensions of the ion optics in the LEP experiment
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when combined with the top-hat ESA, we employed the 
MCP-based detector for the LEP experiment.

When the LEP experiment measures ions, a sweep-
ing negative voltage − VSwp is applied to the inner toroi-
dal electrode of the ESA and a fixed negative voltage 
−VFix is applied to the carbon foil to increase the ion 
transmission rate (see Fig.  1). Since HVPS1 originally 

holds −VFix inside the circuit to output −VSwp , where 
VFix = maxVSwp , −VFix can be supplied from HVPS1, 
without additional HVPS resources. In the case of elec-
tron measurements, the polarity is reversed, and as in 
the case of ion measurements, a single HVPS provides 
sweeping and fixed positive voltages, +VSwp and +VFix , 
to the inner electrode of the ESA and the carbon foil, 
respectively (Additional file 1: Fig. S1).

Fig. 3 Photographs of the LEP experiment for the SS520-3 sounding rocket. a Sensor unit. b Carbon foil plate in the sensor unit. c MCP-based 
detector in the sensor unit. d HVPS box in the sensor unit. e The entire components of the LEP experiment on the instrument panel. f Sensor unit 
in a vacuum chamber for performance test
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Using the carbon foil as shown in Fig. 1, both ion and 
electron measurements can be performed with a single 
MCP-based detector for electrons. A fixed positive high 
voltage VMCP is applied to the anode board of the MCP-
based detector, and a moderate bias voltage is distributed 
to the MCP plates by a voltage divider. It should be noted 
that an electric potential higher than that of the carbon 
foil is required at the input surface of the MCP plates to 
carry secondary electrons emitted from the carbon foil to 
the MCP plates.

Another point to emphasize is that the energy of sec-
ondary electrons detected by the MCP-based detector is 
determined almost exclusively by the potential difference 
between the input surface of the MCP plates and the car-
bon foil. Although the MCP detection efficiency depends 
on the incident particle energy (e.g., Fraser 2002), the 
MCP-based detector in the LEP experiment measures 
secondary electrons of the same energy for incident par-
ticles of any energy. Therefore, the LEP experiment is 
expected to have a smaller energy dependence than con-
ventional plasma analyzers. It should be noted that at 
incident energies above 2  keV, the transmittance of  H+ 
and  He+ through the 5 nm carbon foil can be considered 
constant (> 99% and > 97%, respectively), while the energy 
dependence of  O+ transmittance cannot be neglected (58, 
89, and 98% at 2, 4, and 8 keV, respectively), according to 
the Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM) model 
(Ziegler 2004). Incident ions suffer energy dispersion and 
angular scattering at the carbon foil, but this is not rele-
vant to the subsequent secondary electron measurement.

The LEP experiment for the SS520‑3 sounding rocket 
program
The SS520-3 sounding rocket program of the Institute 
of Space and Astronautical Science (ISAS) has planned 
to investigate the ion acceleration/heating mechanism 
in the cusp region. The observation experiment with 
the SS520-2 sounding rocket was conducted at the same 
launch site (Tanaka et al. 2003) with the same objectives. 
Based on the experience in developing ion and electron 
spectrometers for the SS520-2 sounding rocket program, 
we developed the LEP experiment on the SS520-3 sound-
ing rocket.

Figure  3 shows photographs of the LEP experiment. 
The sensor unit, consisting of two HVPS boards in addi-
tion to the top-hat ESA, carbon foil plate, and MCP-
based detector is shown in Fig.  3a. The approximately 
5-nm thick carbon foil is on a 333 lines per inch metal 
grid, with 16 holders mounted circumferentially on a sin-
gle plate, as shown in Fig. 3b. Although a thinner carbon 
foil is available, 5-nm carbon foils were chosen for ease 
of handling. Even at 5 nm thickness, sufficient transmit-
tance can be achieved at the applied voltage planned to 

be used as described below. The MCP-based detector is 
mounted directly under the carbon foil plate (see Fig. 3c). 
Two HVPS boards which supply high voltages to the top-
hat ESA and MCP-based detector are shown in Fig. 3d. 
The only difference from the electron spectrometer for 
the ICI rockets is the addition of the carbon foil plate in 
Fig. 3b.

The entire LEP experiment mounted on the instrument 
panel is shown in Fig.  3e, which consists of two sensor 
units and one electronics box for control and handling 
the observation data. The panel has two electronics 
boxes, one of which belongs to another experiment that 
will be mounted below the LEP experiment in the rocket 
payload. The two sensor units are mounted on rails 
because they move outward after launch to ensure clear-
ance of the FOV (see Fig. 3e). In the performance test, the 
sensor units were placed one by one on a turntable in a 
vacuum chamber to acquire their characteristics using 
ion beams, as shown in Fig. 3f.

The anode board of the MCP-based detector in Fig. 3c 
contains the electrodes of the 64-discrete anodes, and an 
application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) chip includ-
ing 64-channel amplifiers, discriminators, and counters 
(Saito et al. 2017). The anode board has 64 channels for 
360◦ azimuthal coverage but due to data limitations on 
the SS520-3 program the telemetry must be reduced. 
This is achieved by combining four adjacent channels 
into one, resulting in 16 channels total.

The science objectives of the SS520-3 program are to 
investigate the ion acceleration/heating mechanism in 
the cusp region, similar to observation experiments of 
the ICI and SS520-2 rocket programs (Spicher et al. 2016; 
Tanaka et al. 2003). Thus, the performance requirements 
such as the energy range below 10  keV are the same as 
these experiments. For the SS520-3 program, two iden-
tical sensor units were prepared, one for ions and the 
other for electrons. As a result, since there is no need for 
a HVPS capable of bipolar output for ±VSwp and ±VFix , 
an HVPS that outputs only negative polarity for −VSwp 
and −VFix was installed in the sensor unit for ions, and 
another HVPS that outputs only positive polarity for  
+VSwp and +VFix was in the sensor unit for electrons. The 
development of the bipolar HVPS remains a future issue.

To observe ions and electrons below 10  keV in the 
SS520-3 program, the maximum voltages for the inner 
ESAs are 2 kV ( VSwp ≤ 2 kV), and as a result, fixed volt-
ages of 2 kV are applied to the carbon foil plate ( VFix = 2 
kV). Since 2.6 kV was required as the bias voltage for the 
MCP plates, the anode board of the MCP-based detector 
in the sensor unit for electrons was applied with + 4.9 kV 
( VMCP = +4.9 kV), and the MCP input surface had a 
potential of + 2.3  kV. Secondary electrons emitted from 
the carbon foil consequently enter the MCP with an 
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energy of 300 eV. The sensor unit for ions can also meas-
ure ions by applying the same voltage ( VMCP = +4.9 kV), 
while the detection efficiency is lower when second-
ary electrons enter the MCP with an energy of 4.3  keV. 
Table  1 summarizes the applied voltages for the LEP 
experiment. It should be noted that to improve the detec-
tion efficiency for the ion measurement, the applied volt-
age was actually lowered to + 2.7  kV ( VMCP = +2.7 kV) 
for the ion sensor unit, so that the potential of the MCP 
incident surface was 0 V and the incident energy of the 
secondary electrons was 2 keV.

Performance
The performance of the top-hat ESA was calculated using 
an ISAS electrostatic field modeling program that has 
been used for the development of several space plasma 
analyzers for the Kaguya mission (Saito et al. 2008, 2010; 
Yokota et al. 2005), the Bepi-Colombo mission (Delcourt 
et  al. 2009; Delcourt et  al. 2016), the Magnetospheric 
multiscale (Pollock et al. 2016), and the Martian moons 
exploration mission (Yokota et  al. 2021). In the simula-
tion, the ion trajectories were calculated with VSwp = −1 
kV and VFix = −2 kV. Because the calculation results for 
ions are equivalent to that for the electron case when all 
electric polarities are reversed, the calculation for elec-
trons was omitted.

Figure  4 shows the energy-elevation responses of 
the top-hat ESA of the LEP experiment derived from 
a numerical simulation (a) and measured (b) in the 
laboratory. The dimensions of the top-hat ESA are shown 
in Fig.  2. Although the simulation assumes ‘detection’ 
if the incident particle reaches the carbon foil, the two 
responses agree with each other. The performance of the 
top-hat ESA estimated by the simulation is summarized 
in Table 2.

For the SS520-3 rocket observation experiment, we 
obtained all calibration data, conducting the performance 
test for all channels of the two sensor units of the LEP 
experiment. The two sensor units were calibrated at the 
ISAS facility that has ion beams with well-defined energy 

and uniform intensity over the sensor aperture. The 
elevation and azimuth angles of the incident beam were 
controlled by a multi-axis turntable system in a vacuum 
chamber (see Fig.  3f ). We corrected for time variation 
in beam intensity using the results of tests conducted at 
one channel at frequent intervals. Since no equivalent 
electron beams were available, we used ion beams to 
calibrate both the electron sensor unit and the ion sensor 

Table 1 Applied voltages for ion and electron measurement by 
the LEP experiment

The potential of the MCP input surface is distributed by a voltage divider

Parameters Ion (V) Electron (V)

HVPS1

 VSwp 0 to −2 k 0 to + 2 k

 VFix −2 k +2 k

HVPS2

 VMCP +4.9 k (actually + 2.7 k) +4.9 k

 Input surface +2.3 k (actually 0) +2.3 k
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Fig. 4 Energy-elevation responses of the top-hat ESA of the LEP 
experiment derived from a a numerical simulation and b measured 
in the laboratory

Table 2 Performance of the top-hat ESA of the LEP experiment

Parameters Simulation Measurement in Lab
(Ion/electron)

g-factor/22.5° channel 5.3 ×  103  cm2 sr eV/eV 3.4 ×  103  cm2 sr eV/eV
3.2 ×  103  cm2 sr eV/eV

Angular res.�θ 6.5◦ (FWHM) 6.0◦ (FWHM)
6.1◦ (FWHM)

Average elevation 〈θ〉 1.1◦ 0.52◦

0.73◦

Energy res.�K/K 19.2% (FWHM) 18.3% (FWHM)
18.6% (FWHM)

Analyzer const.〈K〉/V 3.95 4.04
4.00
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unit. Therefore, we applied exactly the same voltage to 
the electron sensor unit as to the ion sensor unit during 
the performance test.

Figures  5 and 6 show g-factor (a), average energy per 
ESA voltage 〈K 〉/V  (analyzer constant) (b), average azi-
muth (c), and average elevation 〈θ〉 (d) for ion and elec-
tron sensor units measured in the performance test, 
respectively. The ion beam was injected into the sensor 
unit every 0.5 ◦ elevation and every 360 ◦/128 = 2.8125 ◦ 
azimuth to obtain the energy-angular responses for 
the two sensor units. It should be noted that the three 
columns at the entrance aperture (see Fig.  3a) and 
the 16-segmented carbon foil holders (see Fig.  3b) are 
obstacles depending on the azimuth.

In the laboratory, 64 channels of data were obtained 
from the 64-channel anode board of the MCP-based 
detector, and thus the characteristics for 64 channels 

were calculated (blue asterisks). However, we calculated 
16-channel characteristics (red circles) using the 64 
channels of data to use as calibration data, because the 
onboard 64-channel observation data are processed into 
16-channel data by adding 4 channels each. The g-factor 
distributions of the two sensor units have troughs every 
4 channels due to the effect of the carbon-foil holder (see 
Fig. 3b), while the 16-channel g-factors are approximately 
constant, slightly affected by the three columns at the 
entrance aperture. The analyzer constants and elevation 
responses are very uniform over all channels, indicating 
that the top-hat ESAs were manufactured and assembled 
with good axisymmetry. Azimuthal responses vary as 
expected for the channels.

We used simple electron beam created by a number of 
tungsten filaments to verify the sensitivity of the electron 
sensor to electrons. The tungsten filaments were placed 

Fig. 5 Characteristics of the ion sensor unit of the LEP experiment 
measured in the performance tests, a g-factor, b average energy 
per inner ESA voltage (analyzer constant), c average azimuth, and d 
average elevation

Fig. 6 Characteristics of the electron sensor unit of the LEP 
experiment measured in the performance tests, a g-factor, b average 
energy per inner ESA voltage (analyzer constant), c average azimuth, 
and d average elevation
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close/near the sensor aperture and were powered/biased 
individually to emit thermal electrons, as shown in Fig. 7. 
We confirmed that all channels of the electron sensor 
unit detected electrons at the potential configuration 
described in Sect.  “Instrumentation”. In the test, a few 
100  V were applied to the filament and the incident 
energy of the electrons was a few 100 eV.

Observation results
The SS-520–3 sounding rocket was launched from 
Svalbard Rocket Range, Ny- Ålesund in Norway, on 
November 4, 2021. Figure  8 shows energy-time spectra 
of ions and electrons measured by the LEP experiment 
during the observation experiment (the launch at X = 0 
s). The two spectra were derived from the observation 

data of the four channels that pointed upward during 
the observation and consequently detected ions and 
electrons in the downward direction. The ion energy-
time spectrum shows that ions of a few 100 eV increase 
in flux with time, gradually decreasing in energy from 
X = 700 s, and increasing in energy from X = 750 
s. Such energy variations have also been observed 
by the SS520-2 rocket and have been explained as 
corresponding to the Invariant Latitude (ILAT) variation 
of the rocket trajectory (Tanaka et al. 2003). This means 
that the rockets observed the effect of velocity filtering 
due to convection in the anti-solar direction in the polar 
region (Reiff et al. 1977). Although the highest altitude of 
the SS520-3 rocket flight was 756 km at X = 490 s, lower 
than that of the SS520-2 rocket (1040  km), the firing 
azimuths were both around 200 ◦ . Therefore, the energy-
time spectra measured by the LEP experiment include 
phenomena and structures similar to those observed by 
the SS520-2 rocket (Tanaka et al. 2003).

The electron energy-time spectrum in Fig.  8a shows 
several inverted-V type precipitations, maximum ener-
gies of which are around a couple of 100  eV. Such low-
energy inverted-V electron precipitation frequently 
appeared in the dayside auroral region (Newell et  al. 
1991). The ion precipitation disappeared when the 
inverted V-shaped electron precipitation was observed. 
This is probably due to the fact that the field-aligned 
electric field accelerated the electrons, while the ions 
were blocked from precipitating (Reif et al. 1993). All of 
the above features in the ion and electron spectra were 
also reported in the SS520-2 observations (Tanaka et al. 
2003).

Fig. 7 Photograph of the test of the electron sensor unit of the LEP 
experiment using an electron beam from filaments

Fig. 8 Energy-time spectra of a ions and b electrons measured by the LEP experiment during the observation experiment of the SS520-3 rocket 
on November 4, 2021. White arrows indicate the timings for the inverted-V electron precipitations
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Summary
We developed a sensor head that can measure both ions 
and electrons. Two identical sensor units of the LEP 
experiment, one for ions and the other for electrons, 
were manufactured for the SS520-3 rocket program. The 
observation data obtained by the LEP experiment on the 
SS520-3 rocket shows typical characteristics and struc-
tures of the polar cusp region, similar to previous obser-
vations made by the SS520-2 rocket. The data of the LEP 
experiment are now being analyzed in detail with data 
from other instruments on the SS520-3 rocket to achieve 
the science objectives.

The LEP experiment developed in this study has proven 
to be comparable in performance to conventional ion and 
electron analyzers. Although several analyzers that meas-
ure both ions and electrons have been reported (Frank 
et al. 1992; McFadden et al. 2008; Kasper et al. 2016; Su 
et al. 2022, Hirahara, Takei et al. 2023), the advantage of 
the LEP experiment is that the additional resource is only 
carbon foils. In future, the LEP experiment will be used 
not only for multi-point plasma observations, but also for 
solar system exploration. We have experienced a couple 
of exploration programs which employed an ion mass 
analyzer. If this technique of the LEP experiment had 
been established, it would have been possible to switch to 
electron measurement.

Abbreviations
ASIC  Application specific integrated circuit
ESA  Electrostatic analyzer
FOV  Field-of-view
FWHM  Full width at half maximum
HK  Housekeeping
HVPS  High-voltage power supply
ILAT  Invariant Latitude
ISAS  Institute of Space and Astronautical Science
LEP  Low-energy particle
MCP  Micro-channel plate
SRIM  Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter
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